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Abstract. A modified error-diffusion algorithm that eliminates the
false-texture contour phenomenon that usually appears in the half-
tone images is presented. The main idea behind our modification is
to introduce a local filter that can smooth the false-texture contours
of the low variation regions in the images generated by the standard
error-diffusion algorithm. Experimental results are included. © 1997
SPIE and IS&T.

1 Introduction

Due to physical limitations, some display or recording m
dia, such as ink printers, can represent only binary d
Therefore, many techniques for converting continuous-t
images to halftone images~a type of binary image tha
preserves the perception of gray and image detail of
original gray level image! has long been investigated
These techniques can be categorized roughly into
classes, namely,~1! thresholding~including the ordered-
dither technique! and ~2! error diffusion. A more detailed
survey can be found in Refs. 1, 2, and 3.

Recently, several modifications were proposed to
prove the reproduced binary image quality or extend
capability of the standard error-diffusion algorithm intr
duced by Floyd and Steinberg.4 Eschbach and Knox5 used
image information to modulate the threshold of the st
dard error-diffusion algorithm4 so that edge enhanceme
effect can be obtained. Sullivanet al.6 combined a tech-
nique of visual modeling with the error feedback of t
conventional error diffusion to suppress the unwanted t
tures and improve the sharpness of halftone imag
Levien7 showed that applying an output dependent funct
to the threshold of the standard error-diffusion algorith
would reduce the worm-like patterns. Fan8 incorporated or-
dered dither into error diffusion to overcome the drawba
of ordered dither, while preserving the goodness of b
methods. Eschbach9 described a multiple weight-matri
error-diffusion algorithm for reducing the artifacts that c
be found in the traditional single weight-matrix erro
diffusion algorithm. Xie and Rodriguez10 proposed a two-
pass modified error-diffusion algorithm in which, accordi
to their description, the first pass uses a random thres
to minimize the artifacts in flat tonal areas and the sec
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pass attempts to preserve the bandwidth of the continu
tone image.

Almost every existing algorithm has false-texture co
tours. More precisely, although a few reported algorithm
such as Eschbach’s,9 tried to reduce the artifacts, we foun
that false-texture contours were still visible in their expe
mental results.~As for the elegant method proposed by X
and Rodriguez,10 the processing time is not short. Beside
as seen later in our experiments, if the magnitude of
so-called threshold randomization is not chosen prope
the false-texture contours might still be visible.! In this pa-
per, we focus completely on the elimination of the fals
texture contours generated by the standard error-diffus
algorithm.~Hereafter, whenever we mention ‘‘the standa
error-diffusion algorithm’’ or ‘‘the standard ED,’’ we mean
the one introduced in Ref. 4. It is called ‘‘standard’’ b
cause many reported methods are basically derived from
Moreover, these advanced methods still have the fa
texture contour problem that the standard ED has. The
fore, we started our modification from the standard ED
stead of the other error-diffusion algorithms because we
not want to make our design too complicated. Note, ho
ever, that after the design, we compare our method with
only the standard ED but also many other kinds of err
diffusion algorithms and find that our new method wor
the best.!

2 Review of Error Diffusion (ED)

ED is a popular technique to render continuous-tone ima
using only two gray values. Note that all images mention
in this paper are digital images, and each pixel located
address (i , j ) has gray valueg( i , j ) and the gray values ar
scaled from@0,255# to the range 0<g( i , j )<1. In an ED
algorithm, each pixel of the input image is compared with
fixed threshold value, if the current pixel’s gray value
greater than the threshold value, the output is assigned
otherwise, a 0 isplaced. The error between the input an
output of the current pixel is propagated to the unproces
neighboring pixels~the propagation ratios among the
neighbours are determined by a weight matrix!. Theoreti-
cally, if the weights in the weight matrix have a sum of
the average gray value of the output image will be the sa
as that of the input image.11 Fig. 1 depicts the block dia-
gram and the associated parameters of a typical ED. Fi
depicts a set of commonly used weight matrices.1,4,12
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As mentioned, before the comparison with the thresh
value, every pixel’s gray value~except that of the first
pixel! was modified by means of the error feedback of t
previously processed neighboring pixels; the relationship
the input gray value gin( i , j ), modified gray value
gmod( i , j ), error feedbacke( i , j ), and output binary value
gout( i , j ), can be expressed as

gmod~ i , j !5gin~ i , j !1 (
k,mPV

Wk,m~ i , j !e~ i2k, j2m!, ~1!

gout~ i , j !5 H10 gmod~ i , j !.t
otherwise , ~2!

e~ i , j !5gmod~ i , j !2gout~ i , j !. ~3!

Herewk,m is the weight coefficient for the errore incurred
at location (i2k, j2m), V is the neighborhood of pixe
( i , j ), which is defined by the nonzero positions of th
weight matrix ~see Fig. 2!, and t is the threshold value
usually taken to be the constant 0.5.

3 Observations of the gmod Image Generated by
the Standard ED

We first discuss the causes of the false-texture contour
is well known that all the halftoning algorithms imitat
gray values by varying dot patterns~some distribution of
the black and white dots, usually, a dot pattern has t
observable properties, namely, intensity and structure!. The
dot patterns generated by the standard ED can reprod
intensity very well; however, there exist in the standard E
some dot patterns that are quite distinct visually, althou
they represent the adjacent gray value ranges. This p
nomenon of the standard ED is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig.
for a slowly varied area of the image, when the gray valu
gradually change from 0.41 to 0.42, then to 0.43, . . . , then
to 0.62@see Fig. 3~a!#, two quite distinct dot patterns appea
on the two sides of the vertical boundary across which
gray values change from 0.50 on one side to 0.51 on
other side@see Fig. 3~b!#. The boundary just mentioned
then becomes a false-texture contour. This dilemma w

Fig. 1 Typical ED algorithm.

Fig. 2 Some commonly used weight matrices [‘‘x’’ is the location of
the current pixel (i, j)]: (a) Floyd and Steinberg,4 (b) Stucki,12 and (c)
Jarvis et al.1
134 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1997 / Vol. 6(1)
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not be a problem for the proposed method@see Fig. 3~c!#. A
complete list of the dot patterns used for each gray-va
range 0.0 to 0.1, 0.1 to 0.2, . . . , 0.9 to 1.0 areprovided in
Fig. 4. We can see that many false-texture contours,
sudden changes of dot patterns, appear for the standard
but not for ours. This phenomenon is more obvious if w
inspect a wider gray-value range, e.g., 0.4 to 0.7, as sh
in Fig. 5, which combines three pieces 0.4 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0
and 0.6 to 0.7 in Fig. 4~a! @Fig. 4~b!# to get Fig. 5~a! @Fig.
5~b!#.

Fig. 3 Slowly varied image (gray value range from 0.41 to 0.62): (a)
original gray level image, (b) output image generated by the stan-
dard ED, and (c) output image generated by the proposed method.

Fig. 4 Dot patterns for gray values range from 0.0 (completely
black) to 1.0 (completely white): (a) standard ED and (b) our ED.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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To clarify how we obtained the idea needed to des
the method, we discuss in this paragraph the relations
between the modified and the output images defined
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, respectively. Fig. 6~a! shows an image
whose intensity changes slowly from 0 to 1 in the anti
agonal direction. When we applied the standard ED to F
6~a!, thegmod image@defined by Eq.~1!# would be Fig. 6~b!
and the output image@defined by Eq.~2!# would be Fig.
6~c!. From Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, we can see that a very clos

Fig. 5 Dot patterns for gray values range from 0.4 to 0.7: (a) stan-
dard ED and (b) our ED.

Fig. 6 (a) Original gray level image, (b) the gmod image of the stan-
dard ED, (c) output image of the standard ED, (d) the gmod image of
our method, and (e) our output image.
oaded From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
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relation exists between the positions of the bands~each
band is an area composed of similar texture! in the gmod
image and the positions of the dot patterns in the outp
image. We therefore know that the dot patterns in the o
put image can be redesigned to get a better outlook
means of changing the texture structure of the bands in
modified imagegmod.

4 Proposed Modification of ED

As noted in the last sentence of Section 3, in this section
try to alleviate the banding effect ofgmod so thatgout will
include no false-texture contours. Our procedure is to ap
a filter to prohibit or destroy the formation of the bands
the gmod image; as a result, the dot patterns in thegout
image will not change abruptly and thus alleviate the ph
nomenon of false-texture contours. We tried to apply to t
gmod image some commonly seen smoothing operato
e.g., the mean filter or the median filter, and found that t
results were not satisfactory. We therefore use a more
vanced filter to correct thegmod image. The details are il-
lustrated in the following. The block diagram of the pro
posed modification of the standard ED is provided in F
7~a!. Note that the solid lines there represent the stand
ED and the dotted lines are the proposed modification. A
note thatF is a perturbing operator whose value at pix
( i , j ) is defined by the product of three terms; more pr
cisely,

@F~gmod!#u~ i , j !5P•Z•gmod~ i , j !, ~4a!

Z5~12exp$2@gmod~ i , j !2m#2/var%!, ~4b!

P5 H121
gmod~ i , j !.m
otherwise , ~4c!

wherem is the local mean value and var is the local var
ance of thegmod image. Both valuesm and var are calcu-
lated using a 333 neighborhood centered at the curre
pixel gmod( i , j ) being processed. The function of the dotte
block PCWM in Fig. 7~a! is to correct the gray-value shift
induced by the operatorF. The details of the PCWM are
discussed at the end of this section. The matrix PCW
used throughout the paper is shown in Fig. 7~b!.

Fig. 7 (a) Proposed modification of the standard ED and (b) pertur-
bation compensation weight matrix (PCWM).
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1997 / Vol. 6(1) / 135
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The major idea of designing the proposed filterF is to
reduce the chance of gathering some fixed texture st
tures in an area~i.e., to reduce the banding effect in th
gmod image! by means of perturbing the gray values of t
gmod image. In the following, we explain the function ofF
and show that the filterF can meet the design goal. Eq.~4a!
is a combination ofgmod and (P•Z), and (P•Z) is a per-
turbing term. Eq.~4b! shows thatZ is a complement of
Gauss function, and the response value ofZ depends on the
distance betweengmod( i , j ) and the local meanm; more-
over, the value of var controls the shape ofZ ~the lower the
var value, the sharper the shape!, which means that, with
same local meanm andgmod( i , j ), the response value ofZ
is stronger in the area with low variation than in the hi
variation area. An example to illustrate this phenomeno
given next.

Example 1. Let A1 andA2 be two 333 areas~of the
gmod image! with the same local meanm and the same gray
value gmod( i , j ) for the center pixel~the underbared pixe
shown below!. If A1 has higher local variance, then th
response value ofZ will be less than the one ofA2. For
example, ifA1 andA2 are

A15

0.2 0.4 0.4

0.4 0.5 0.6

0.3 0.5 0.3

A25

0.35 0.35 0.5

0.35 0.5 0.35

0.5 0.35 0.35

,

then, for bothA1 andA2, we havegmod( i , j )50.5,m50.4,
and @gmod( i , j )2m#25~0.1!250.01. The only difference is
var, which is 0.013 forA1, and 0.005 forA2. As a result,
Eq. ~4b! implies that @ZA1•gmod( i , j )#50.263 and
@ZA2•gmod( i , j )#50.432.

Eq. ~4c! determines the sign of the perturbatio
@Z•gmod( i , j )#. More precisely,P ensures that the perturba
tion will make thegmod( i , j ) away from the local meanm,
and hence, amplifies the local variance. Example 2 ill
trates this.

Example 2. Let A1 andA2 be two 333 areas that are
identical everywhere in gray values except at the cen
pixel gmod( i , j ) ~the underbared pixel shown below!. Note
that after applying the operatorF, the sign ofP makes the
local variances ofA1 andA2 both increased.

Originally,

A15

0.2 0.4 0.4

0.4 0.5 0.6

0.3 0.5 0.3

,

mA150.4,
varA150.0133,
@P•Z•gmod~ i , j !#A1510.263,

A25

0.2 0.4 0.4

0.4 0.25 0.6

0.3 0.5 0.3

,

mA250.372,
varA250.0139,
@P•Z•gmod~ i , j !#A2520.164.
136 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1997 / Vol. 6(1)
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After applying the operatorF,

A15

0.2 0.4 0.4

0.4 0.763 0.6

0.3 0.5 0.3

,

mA150.429,
varA150.026,

A25

0.2 0.4 0.4

0.4 0.086 0.6

0.3 0.5 0.3

,

mA250.354,
varA250.021.

In general, just like the two preceding examples, t
operatorF always enlarges the local variance. The larg
the local variance, the smaller the chance of gathering so
fixed texture patterns in an area~and gathering some othe
fixed patterns in the other area! that visually causes the
banding effect occurs~because two adjacent areas have t
quite distinct texture patterns, and both areas are q
large!. Fig. 6~d! shows the result after applying the pro
posed filter, Eqs.~4! to Fig. 6~b!. It is obvious that the
banding effect is indeed alleviated significantly. The fin
binarized image is presented in Fig. 6~e!; and as we ex-
pected, almost no false-texture contours exist and the
put is better than in Fig. 6~c!. One more example is given in
Fig. 8 in which the intensity of the original image chang
slowly from 0 to 1 in the vertical direction. The reason th

Fig. 8 (a) Original gray level image, (b) the gmod image of the stan-
dard ED, (c) output image of the standard ED, (d) the gmod image of
ours, and (e) the output image of our method.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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the structure of thegmod image is random is probably be
cause that the perturbation~which always enlarge the loca
variance! destroys the regularity~position and gray value!
of the originalgmod image generated by the standard ED

We explain below why the PCWM is needed; Examp
3 is also provided to illustrate the need. As mentioned, a
applying the filterF, the gray value of each pixel~in the
gmod image! had been changed. To make our method h
the benefit~reproducing the intensity well! of the standard
ED, we use the PCWM to compensate each pixel’s gr
value shift; as a result, the average of gray of the origi
continuous-tone digital image can be preserved. More p
cisely, the gray-value shift of the current pixel~i.e., the
pixel being processed! in the gmod image is propagated to
the unprocessed neighboring pixels in thegmod image~the
propagation ratios among these neighbors are determ
by the weight matrix PCWM!. Note that the content of the
PCWM is independent of the printer being used. An e
ample to demonstrate the need of the PCWM is given
Example 3.

Example 3. Let A be a 437 area~of thegmod image! in
which the underbared pixel shown below is the pixel be
processed. For example, if the originalA in thegmod image
is

A5

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5

0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4

,

then we have average gray value~local mean!
mA5~0.410.410.21...!/2850.4.

Fig. 9 Perception of gray (with or without PCWM): (a) original
continuous-tone image, (b) halftone image generated by our method
(when the PCWM is not applied), and (c) halftone image generated
by our method (when the PCWM is applied).
oaded From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
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After applying the operatorF without PCWM, A be-
comes

A5

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

0.5 0.6 0.4 0.763 0.6 0.4 0.5

0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4

.

The new local mean ismA50.41. It is clear that the loca
mean had been changed from 0.4 to 0.41~because the filter
F shift the gray value of the underbared pixel from 0.5
0.763!. To compensate the gray-value shift, we use
PCWM in our framework@see Fig. 7~b!#, and the result is
shown below:

A5

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

0.5 0.6 0.4 0.763 0.5912 0.3562 0.4737

0.4912 0.2737 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2737 0.4912

0.4 0.3912 0.1737 0.3562 0.1737 0.3912 0.4

.

After simple calculation we can find that the resulting loc
mean ismA50.4, which is identical to the original loca
mean. Therefore, the gray-value shift of the underba
pixel has been ‘‘compensated’’ by means of distributing t
gray-value shift to its several neighbors~according to the
weights described by PCWM!, and the local mean is pre
served. Note that due to the fact that the coefficients in F
7~b! has sum2152100%, the gray-value shift occurred a
the current pixel~the underbared pixel! will be compen-
sated quite well. Some readers might think that the cha
of the local mean is so small~only 0.01 in the preceding
example! that correcting this change is not necessary. Ho
ever, the preceding illustrative example showed just
effect of 1 pixel; and if we do not correct the change
each pixel, the gray-value shift will be accumulated, a
eventually change the overall perception of gray of t
halftone image. An experimental example to show the p
ception of gray is given in Fig. 9. Fig. 9~a! is the input
continuous-tone image. Figs. 9~b! and 9~c! are the halftone
images generated by our method without the PCWM a
with the PCWM, respectively. We can find that the avera
gray value~when 0 to 255 is normalized to 0 to 1! for Figs.
9~a!, 9~b!, and 9~c!, are, respectively, 0.79, 0.75, and 0.7
That is Fig. 9~c! really preserves the average gray of F
9~a! while Fig. 9~b! does not. In other words, the one wit
PCWM is a little better.@The loss of illumination in Fig.
9~b! is 0.04, or equivalently, the loss is 10 in the tradition
256-level system.#

5 More Experimental Results

More images and more algorithms were tested to be m
convincing. Fig. 10 was the original gray level image. F
11 depicted the halftone result of our method, while Fig.
used the algorithm of Stucki,12 Fig. 13 used the Eschbach’
algorithm,9 and Fig. 14 was the result of replacing the ro
of our filter @Eqs.~4!# by a mean filter. Note that in Figs. 1
to 14, the false-texture contours were serious, especiall
the sky. In Fig. 15, which shows the results generated
Xie and Rodriguezs’ algorithm,10 it is evident that Fig.
15~a! had a few false-texture contours but Fig. 15~b! had
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1997 / Vol. 6(1) / 137
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Fig. 10 Original gray level image.

Fig. 11 Result of the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 12 Result of Stucki’s algorithm.12
138 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 1997 / Vol. 6(1)
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almost none. This means that, with suitable value ass
ment in the so-called threshold randomization, the vis
perception of the elegant method introduced in Ref. 10
also compete with that of our method. As pointed out
Ref. 10, however, their method is computational intensi
In fact, according to our experience, our method is at le
five times faster than theirs. Finally, as compared w
those methods using random noise,3 the method proposed
by us has the advantage that the trial-and-error process
in the approach based on random noise is no longer nee

6 Conclusions

According to the observation of the intermediate prod
gmod image generated by the standard ED algorithm,
found the strong connection between the false-texture c
tours in the output image and the banding effect in thegmod
image. Based on this observation, an approach to gene
halftone images without false-texture contours is propo
in this paper. The approach applied a local filter to thegmod
image generated by the standard ED before creating

Fig. 13 Result of Eschbach’s algorithm.9

Fig. 14 Result of using the mean filter to replace the role of the filter
F defined in Eqs. (4).
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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output image usinggmod. Experimental results show tha
the false-texture contours are really alleviated significan
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